
3.4 Ritual Human Sacrifice in the Aztec Empire 

Source: https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2018/06/feeding-gods-hundreds-skulls-reveal-

massive-scale-human-sacrifice-aztec-capital 

 

An article in the June 2018 issue of the journal Science reported on ritual human sacrifice in the 

pre-Columbian Aztec civilization of Mesoamerica. The Aztecs believed that human sacrifice was 

necessary to nourish their gods and that without the sacrifices, the sun would cease to rise and 

the world would end. Excavations by archeologists in Mexico City since 2015 have uncovered 

sites with thousands of human skulls. It is possible that the people selected for sacrifice were 

either captives in war or from subservient tribes that surrendered youth to the Aztecs to 

demonstrate their fealty, sort of like in the Hunger Games novels. Read the excerpts from the 

article, examine the images, and answer questions 1-5. 

 

Questions 

1. Where were the human skulls discovered? 

2. What do the skulls demonstrate about Aztec technology? 

3. Why did the Aztecs practice human sacrifice? 

4. Why did Spanish conquerors end the practice? 

5. Human sacrifice was practices in the ancient European world including in Mesopotamia, 

Egypt, Greece, and Rome. In your opinion, why did many ancient empires practice human 

sacrifice? 

 

Feeding the gods: Hundreds of skulls reveal massive scale of human sacrifice in Aztec 

capital by Lizzie Wade 

The priest quickly sliced into the captive's 

torso and removed his still-beating heart. 

That sacrifice, one among thousands 

performed in the sacred city of 

Tenochtitlan, would feed the gods and 

ensure the continued existence of the 

world. Death, however, was just the start 

of the victim's role in the sacrificial ritual, 

key to the spiritual world of the Mexica 

people in the 14th to the 16th centuries. 

Priests carried the body to another ritual 

space, where they laid it face-up. Armed 

with years of practice, detailed anatomical   
knowledge, and obsidian blades sharper 

than today's surgical steel, they made an 

Image from a 16th century Spanish manuscript. 

 

incision in the thin space between two vertebrae in the neck, expertly decapitating the body. 

 

Using their sharp blades, the priests deftly cut away the skin and muscles of the face, reducing it 

to a skull. Then, they carved large holes in both sides of the skull and slipped it onto a thick 

wooden post that held other skulls prepared in precisely the same way. The skulls were bound 

for Tenochtitlan's tzompantli, an enormous rack of skulls built in front of the Templo Mayor—a 



pyramid with two temples on top. One was dedicated to the war god, Huitzilopochtli, and the 

other to the rain god, Tlaloc. 

 

For the Aztecs—the larger cultural group to which the Mexica belonged—those skulls were the 

seeds that would ensure the continued existence of humanity. They were a sign of life and 

regeneration, like the first flowers of spring. But the Spanish conquistadors who marched into 

Tenochtitlan in 1519 saw them differently. For them, the skulls—and the entire practice of 

human sacrifice—evinced the Mexica's barbarism and justified laying waste to the city in 1521. 

The Spanish tore down the Templo Mayor and the tzompantli in front of it, paved over the ruins, 

and built what would become Mexico City. And the great rack and towers of skulls passed into 

the realm of historical mystery. 

 
 

 

 

 


